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ABSTRACT
Mobile computing devices are being endowed with ever-increasing
functionality. To demonstrate the augmentation of human cognition in an
interactive visual recognition task, we reengineered a PC-based system
called CAVIAR (Computer Assisted Visual Interactive System) for a
handheld computer with camera attachment. The resulting Interactive
Visual System (IVS) exploits the pattern recognition capabilities of humans
and the computational power of a computer to identify flowers based on
features that are interactively extracted from an image and submitted for
comparison to a species database. While IVS has similar functionality to
that of CAVIAR, because it runs on a handheld computer, it offers complete
portability for use in the field. We find that the handheld IVS and PC-based
CAVIAR systems outperform humans alone both on speed and accuracy
and machines alone on accuracy.

Computer vision systems still have difficulty in differentiating flowers

from rabbits [Hopgood 03]. Flower guides are cumbersome, and they
cannot guarantee that a layperson unfamiliar with flowers will achieve
accurate classification. We observed that it takes two minutes fifteen
seconds on average identify a flower using a field guide or key. We
describe a prototype interactive visual system (IVS) for identifying flowers,
and show that this camera-handheld combination, which takes advantage
of both human cognitive abilities and computational and storage
technologies, is much faster and more accurate than unassisted humans,
and far more accurate than a computer alone.
IVS draws on innate perceptual ability to group "similar" regions, perceive
approximate symmetries, outline objects, and recognize "significant"
differences. It exploits computer capability of storing image-label pairs,
quantifying features, and computing distances in an abstract feature
space of shapes and colors. The IVS architecture was developed
specifically for isolated object recognition in the field, where the time
available for classifying each image is comparable to that of image
acquisition. Whereas many of the more interesting mobile applications are
communications based, IVS is autonomous.
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The graphic user interface was
designed, with the help of current
user interface software tools
[Myers01], for the small screen of the
handheld. The interaction requires
only pointing at designated parts of
the image, and menu selection. The
camera is controlled entirely by the
pocket computer; the complete
system is smaller and lighter than
most flower guides, or most film
cameras (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1. The IVS in the field.

Additional samples of known species
can be saved and eventually
uploaded to a PC or the Web, and
new species can be added to the
database with little effort. As a
result, the system improves with
use.

OPERATION
User interaction is a defining feature
of the IVS (Figure 3). Interaction
with a handheld computer is similar
to that with a desktop. The user
points, and drags objects on the
screen with a stylus, which is a
better direct action device than a
mouse [Schneiderman 83]. The
display features are optimized to fit
in a relatively small space (Figure 4).
For detailed examination, thumbnail
images can be zoomed to fill most of
the screen.

Figure. 2. Close-up of IVS with attached camera.
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Figure 3. Diagram of IVS operation. Automated functions
are shown in thick boxes, buttons with dotted lines.
The Load button loads a new image. The IVS resizes and centers it in a
240x150 pixel area without changing its aspect ratio. The Auto operation
directs IVS to attempt to outline the flower by edge detection [Davis75,
Sobel] and filtering, and to determine the color(s) and shape of the petals
and of the center. A nearest-neighbors classifier [DHS02] ranks the
species and produces an ordered thumbnail display (80 x 50 pixels each)
of the top three candidates. The user may then click on one of the
candidates to confirm classification, or inspect other classes by means of
the Next 3 button. It is also possible to enter or correct the features with
the stylus.
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Fig. 5. Adding a new exemplar to IVS

As an alternative to the Auto operation the user can interactively assist
IVS to extract features selected from the Action drop-down menu at the
bottom of the screen. Selection prompts a toggled panel displayed at the
top of the screen. Then, the user either enters the required information,
such as the number of petals, or directs IVS to record the feature
measurement, such as the petal or center color from the location on the
image touched by the user. The OK button confirms the action and stores
the feature.
Once some or all the features have been interactively extracted or
corrected, the Identify button directs IVS to identify the flower by
comparing the extracted feature measurements to those of species in the
database. New species can be added to the database via the Store button
(Figure 5). Context-sensitive Help provides a brief guide for every option.
IMPLEMENTATION
Our platform is the Sharp Zaurus SL-5500 with a 200MHz processor, 64
MB RAM, and Compact Flash and Serial Device ports [IVS03]. A Sharp
CE-AG06 camera attachment is inserted into the Compact Flash port,
allowing direct capture of images. Pictures from other cameras can also be
uploaded through this port.
Our choice was based on the availability of a camera attachment and on
the trade-off between price and performance. Performance includes Java
capabilities as well as processor speed since Java is considered more
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portable than C++. We chose the Zaurus over the Ipaq 38xx series and
the Sony Clie because it offered a high-end processor, a full-featured
Linux OS with command line utilities, and Personal Java capabilities, in
addition to the camera attachment. We favored Personal Java for its
greater flexibility over MIDP (Mobile Information Device Profile) that runs
on low-end PDAs and cell phones. As an indication of the rapid advance
of the technology, the Zaurus SL-5500 has already been superseded by
the SL-5600 and the Ipaq 38xx series by the 39xx series, both with
400MHz processors.
The operating system is Embedix Linux with Personal Java support. All
code was written to Personal Java specifications with code migration and
extensibility in mind. The recognition engine is fully abstracted into
generic and abstract classes, requiring only a few interfaces for data
handling. Because generic classes exist to handle user-image
interactions, GUI abstraction requires the implementation of only a few
methods.
Based on Java 1.1.8, Personal Java predates current Java 2 Micro Edition
(J2ME) specifications. J2ME provides Java functionality to a range of
portable devices from smart cards to high-end handheld computers.
J2ME was designed with the concepts of Configurations and Profiles. A
Configuration targets a class of devices and takes into account their
memory, display, connectivity and processing power. Profiles sit on top of
Configurations, providing a set of libraries used by the programmer. The
recently introduced Personal Profile, for high-end devices such as the
Zaurus, provides the complete set of libraries available in the Java 2
Standard Edition. In time, Personal Profile is likely to replace Personal
Java as the Java implementation of choice for this category of handhelds.
IVS extensions will likely be written to Personal Profile specification as it
gains wider acceptance. The current code base will not be affected since
all code written for Personal Java will run under Personal Profile. By
designing to Java Standard Edition specifications, Personal Java and
Personal Profile allow the same code to run equally well on handheld and
desktop computers alike.
Because handhelds are only now becoming powerful enough to handle
computationally intense applications like IVS, we had some
implementation issues. With the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) starting
with a default size of 3.5 MB we ran out of memory. Increasing the
memory size to 7 MB not only cured the memory problems but also
doubled the speed. Also, in contrast to CAVIAR, IVS avoids computerintensive automatic segmentation and classification after each feature is
entered, and leaves that decision instead to the discretion of the user.
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
Development and evaluation took
place on a PC under the project
name
CAVIAR
(Computer
Assisted
Visual
InterActive
Recognition) (Figure 6). The
software was written in C++ with
INTEL Open Source Computer
Vision
Library
routines.
It
includes several options for
experimenting
with
different
families of objects (flowers, fruit,
cell micrographs, and Chinese
ideographs), automatic and interactive segmentation methods
(e.g., Electronic Scissors [MB98, Fig. 6. CAVIAR graphical user interface.
Mortensen99]), some additional
features, and a choice of experimental protocols. Most importantly,
CAVIAR incorporates complete activity logging and statistical evaluation
tools. Any testing session can be completely reconstructed and analyzed
from the Excel worksheets created automatically from the log file.
For flower recognition, CAVIAR offers model-based automated and
interactive segmentation, shape features based on moment invariants,
hue and saturation histogram features, and the same Nearest Neighbor
classifier as IVS [NZ02, ZN03]. Its browser can display not only alternative
species, but also other instances of the same species. In anticipation of
the port to a handheld, the CAVIAR window was restricted to 370 x 300
pixels. The simplicity of the interface draws on decades of HCI research by
others [Myers99, DGHLRSSW02].
In order to compare human, machine, and interactive human-machine
performance, we photographed several samples of each of 29 species at
nature gardens and flower shows (Figure 7). Some of the species are quite
similar (e.g. second row, 4 & 5; third row, 4 & 5), while different
exemplars of the same species may exhibit marked differences in color
and shape. This is by no means an easy recognition task for either
laypersons or pattern recognition systems.
The experimental design devised for testing required each subject to
recognize 174 new flowers. Five other instances of each species were used
for estimating shape and color features for classification and some other
parameters required for model-based segmentation. Test sessions can be
configured to distinguish the effects of computer assistance.
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Figure 7. Exemplars of various species from our database.
1. Computer-assisted (interactive human-machine) recognition. As
soon as a new flower is loaded, CAVIAR segments it as best it can,
extracts the shape and color features, classifies the flower, and
displays the top three candidates. The user has the option of
confirming one of these candidates, looking at other exemplars or
other species, or correcting the segmentation. After every correction
click, CAVIAR reclassifies the flowers and offers the same options as
before.
2. Unassisted (human) recognition. Here interactive segmentation,
feature extraction and classification are disabled. Exemplars of each
species are presented in the bottom panel in a fixed order, with
similar species in adjacent panels. On the average, the user must
inspect one half of the species before encountering the correct class.
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The experiment was introduced by a short PowerPoint presentation that
explained the objective of the experiment and the usage of the various
buttons: no other training was conducted. The results of tests based on
18 naïve subjects (faculty, students, secretaries, significant others) are
shown in Table I. The completely automatic (machine only) recognition
scenario simply returns the top candidate that the machine initially
obtains in the computer-assisted recognition scenario.
Table I – Performance of various recognition scenarios
Recognition method

Median error
rate
%

Median time
per flower
seconds

Computer-assisted recognition (12 subjects)

1.4

3.9

Unassisted recognition (6 subjects)

4.0

6.8

51.1

0.0

Completely automatic recognition

The times shown are human time only (on a PC the computer time
required for each function is less than 0.5 seconds). These times are the
medians over all 174 flowers of the test suite (which are presented in
random order) and over all subjects. There is little variation from subject
to subject, but the errors are concentrated on the similar classes. Not
shown here but noteworthy is that the time-per-flower, for assisted
recognition, decreased by 50% during the second half of the test. The
slower initial pace is due to the time required by the subjects to reach a
satisfactory balance between segmentation and browsing.
The automatic classifier is very effective in eliminating unlikely candidates
from the top few even when it is wrong on the top candidate. Therefore a
few segmentation or browsing clicks are almost always sufficient to bring
the correct candidate to the display.
Experimentation with CAVIAR, which produced several counterintuitive
results, helped to avoid some false starts in the implementation of IVS.
One of our goals was to port CAVIAR's most effective features to the
handheld while considering potential architectural limitations. IVS is a
computationally intensive application, pushing the handheld system to its
limits. The same code running on a desktop computer is more than an
order of magnitude faster than on the handheld. Since handheld
processing power is significantly less than that of a desktop, we recorded
results with IVS on a desktop as a system comparison. The test system
was a Dell Optiplex GX240 with a 2000 MHz Pentium IV processor.
Having a faster processor and possibly a more optimized JVM, the desktop
times were significantly less than on the handheld. As expected,
accuracies for both systems are similar.
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The user has the option to extract color features automatically and verify
their accuracy or skip auto extraction entirely. The user initiates
classification when he or she believes that enough features have been
identified. Subjects quickly learn to identify which features will more
likely lead to accurate identification. Because of the efficient Java
implementation and simplified segmentation, the overall time for
computer-assisted recognition on the handheld is only about three times
slower than on CAVIAR. The machine-time component should drop below
human reaction time in 2-3 years.
EXTENSIONS
In any given geographic region, season, and elevation, it is uncommon to
encounter more than thirty different species of wildflowers. Nevertheless,
we are expanding our database to many more species. We expect to add
further features, such as sepal length, leaf shape and size, height of the
plant, and bloom density. We intend to derive scale information from the
recorded camera focus, and to implement some type of normalization for
illumination.
Mobile, interactive visual recognition is likely to prove applicable to other
families of “natural” objects, such as fruit, trees, beetles, and traces of
disease or stress on specific plants. It may also be useful in the final
stages of some biometric applications, especially face recognition.
We don’t consider IVS as just a temporary solution until computer vision
gets to be “good enough.” Its potentially most significant applications may
well be in education and training. After sufficient experience with an IVS,
students could learn to classify objects of a given family as accurately and
as fast as a domain expert and, like the expert, rarely require computer
help. The IVS is an example of human cognitive augmentation.
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